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Beijing Acrobatic Show
Tour Code: LCT-BJ-3H -Acrobatic Show

Duration: 3 hours

Attractions: Chaoyang Theater

Overview：Acrobatics is a skill with long history in China. After thousands of years development,
this performance has become more precise and daring. In this show, you will see how flexible
human body can be and traditional lion dancing, stunning bicycling, fire stunts and contortion acts
are just some of the highlights.

Highlights:
1. Skip-the-line access to the show tickets;
2. Private transfer service back and forth your hotel;
3. An opportunity to enjoy the traditional folk show.

Detailed Itinerary
If you only booked this show with us, our driver alone will pick you up at 18:00 p.m and transfer
you to the Chaoyang Theater where your guide will be waiting and deliver the show tickets to you.
Then, you will be left to yourselves to enjoy the splendid performance, after which the driver will
see to drop you off safely back to hotel.
Acrobatics is a traditional Chinese performance, a huge challenge for acrobats’ body. Began in
Western Han Dynasty (202 B. C - 9 A. D), acrobatics has a history of over 2500 years. It is said that
Emperor Wu of Western Dynasty was particularly fond of watching acrobatics. He entertained his
foreign diplomats with the acrobatics show in his palace. Beijing is one of the places acrobatics is
originated from. In old Beijing, Tian Qiao has been a long-standing spot for acrobats to perform.
After the establishment of the new China, the team always performed there began to perform
overseas, representing the Chinese acrobatics culture.
After such a long development, Tianqiao acrobatics has been evolved to meet the modern
aesthetic concept. Beside the traditional Lion Dance, oral stunts, pagoda of bowls, juggling and wire
walking, modern acrobatics show are more diversified with the development of modern technology.
As a show requiring strength, confidence and courage, audiences are often amazed by the show and
found in a sweat. While after the show, performers are much admired and respected. You should
really have a look by yourself.

What’s Important:

What’s included:

Comfortable air-con vehicle with experienced driver

Entrance fees for the performance that are delivered by the guide.
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What’s not included:

Guide service;

Other personal expenses.

Good to know:

1. The tickets tend to be sold out which requires early booking if possible.

2. Children under 1.1 m shall be free in entrance tickets;

3. The show is performed in Chaoyang Theater, No. 36 North Road of Eastern Third

Ring,Chaoyang District.

4. If you have booked our trip in the day time, the private transfer service to the show shall be free

available for you.

5. If you only book this show from us, you will have to cover the transfer service.

FAQ:

1. How long is the show?

Re: The show is performed three times each day, 16:00—17:00, 17:30—18:30, and 19:00—20:00,

lasting one hour. For people who have day trip the same day, we would reserve the last show for

you.

2. What kind of seat do you provide?

Re: If there is no specific request from you, we will book the basic seats that costs 280 RMB/pax.

Please refer to the seat arrangement image for the price and seats.

3. Is it easy for us to get to the theater on our own?

Re: It depends on which hotel you are staying at. In usual cases, it’s pretty easy. Our private transfer

service is always available should you need any time.

4. We are pretty close to the subway, how can we get to there?

Re: Taking metros shall need you to get on the Line 10 and get off in Hujialou Station, then exit
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from C1 and turn left you will see the theater.


